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SUBJECT: A Description of the Computer 	 DATE:	 June 12, 1969
Program 11 STIFEIG 11 For Structural
Dynamic Analyoio - Case 320	 FROM: S. N. flou

ABSTRACT

The JPL digital computer program designated "STIFETG"
has been converted to FORTRAN V for use on the 1108 UNIVAC
Computer. The program is capable of generating the stiffness
matrix, and compLting, joint displacements and member stresses
for 5 types of frame structures under specified static ,, dynamic,
and thermal loading conditions. The types of frame structures
that cal-i be analyzed by the program are:

Three-dimensional truss, pinned Jointo.

Three-dimensional frame, rigid joints, axially
symmetric member cross sections.

Planar frame, rigid Joints, loaded in-plane.

Planar grid ,, rigid joints, loaded normal-to-
plane.

Three-dimensional frame, rigid joints, doubly
symmetric member cross sections.

The Power Method is used for eigensolution, which provides mode
shapes and frequencies of a restrained system.

This memo presents a brief introduction to the program.,
reviews the input format, and provides example problems.
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FROM: S . N. Hou

MEMORANDUM FOR FILE

I. INTRODUCTION

The "STI1,4"EIG" Program performs stiffness matrix
structural analysis and eigenvalue solutions. Statically, it
io capable of calculating, joint deflections and member stress-
es for a frame structure under static or thermal loadings.
Dynamically, it is capable of calculating natural frequencies,
mode shapes, and member stresses during free vibration in
normal modes.

The original program using FORTRAN II for use on an
IBM 7090 was completed by Jet Propulsion Laboratory in 1962.
Modifications were made by MIT under the program STEIGR in or-
der to increase the degrees-of-freedom that could be handled.
The program was further enlarged by JPL in 1965 to cover ther-
mal. analysis and incorporate Jacobi's method for eigenvalue so-
lution of free-free systems. However, the 1965 revision used
FORTRAN IV, and almost doubled the core storage requirement and
was not completed its final debugging. The Bellc;omm effort was
to convert the program to FORTRAN V language for use on the
UNIVAC 1108 computer. Due to limited storage capacity, sub-
routines for Jacobi's Method were not included. A comparable
eigenvalue program designated "MAP" (Modal Analysis Program) is
being developed independently, which will cover all the func-
tions of the Jacobi Subroutine, but use the more efficient
Householder Method allowing a larger capacity in degrees-of-
freedom.

II. STRUCTURES

A. Types:

The nvogram is capable of performing analysis of five
types of structures:

1. Three-dimensional truss, pinned joints.

2. Three-dimensional frame, rigid joints,
axially symmetric member cross sections.
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4. Planar grid, ririd joint.), loaded normal-to-plane.

5. Three-dimens ional frame, rigid joints, doubly
symmetric member cross ")nction -...

B. Features:

The structure should meet all the followiniv featureo:

1. A restrained, stable system.

2. Uniform member cross sections.

3. Uniform elastic properties for the whole system.

4. Uniform thermal properties for each member.

5. Weightless members.

6. Lumped mass and inertia at joints for dynamic
analysis.

III. LOADINGS

The program will compute joint deflections and member
stresses for any of the following loadings imposed on the structure.

A. Static Loadings:

1. For all mass points, impose translational acceler-
ation along any coordinate direction and/or rota-
tional acceleration about any coordinate axis pass-
ing through the origin.

2. Same as above except coordinate axes pass
through the centroid of the system.

3• Specific load components at specified joints.

B. Thermal Loadings:

Two input parameters, aAT, and 2^
h
ST are used for describing

the thermal environment of a structural member,, where:
I

AT = The change in temperature through the whole
member. Positive AT indicates increase in
temperature.

6T = The change in temperature across the member
cross section.

jz, - ^	 ^ - -  .,Z-1V7*T50tTr_'%
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The coefficient of thermal (,,xp=,,,,Aon-

h	 The height of a rectangular cross oection
alonr the direction of 6T.

For each of the five types of structures, parameters are
specified as follows:

1. For type 1, 2 or 5 structure, specify aAT-

2. Fcr type 3 structure ,, specify aAT and (or) a6Th

3. For type 4 structure, specify "T
h

C. Loadings in Free Vibration:

Specify acceleration component (g) of any mass point
.1-1along one of its coordinate directions for each of the six lowest

modes, the corresponding joint deflections and member stresses wil,1
be computed.

IV. SYSTEM CAPACITY

Capacity of "STIFEIG" is bounded by the size of the
structural system as follows:

1. Number of degree;-of-freedom for the whole system
should not exceed 130.

2. The product of the number of joint and degrees-
of-freedom per joint should not exceed 180.

3. Number of joint should not exceed 60.

4. Number of structural member should not exceed
200.

5. Number of restraints should not exceed 100.

V. METHOD OF ANALYSIS

The program generates the stiffness matrix EKI for the
structure of specified type based on input geometric data and elastic
properties.

A. Static Cases:

fF1 = [K] {U}
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whero:

{T-'} = A mati"Ix of Otatio load'.i 4.Lpply -tr1r, tlt 1011-0-,o)

{TT} = A matrAx of Joint d p floct'l ono .

For doftned (PI an(i	 n (n = numbor of augret^o-of _f reeeiom
2imultaneou.-i equatIon.o c-tan bo ;,1,olve(I for n unknown quantit l l(.).'" of [TJJ
by Gaussian oliminat'lon.

fUl = [K1_ I IF1	 -	 ( 11-1 )

Then, member	 are calculated accora1mv to their relate on to
the displacement  at the once,., of a member, which are based on section
properties and elastic properties of thy; mombor.

B. Thermal Case:

The thermal loadn at the ends of a member and the member
stre s ses are computed with all degrees-of-freedom fixed at the two
ends. Tien load,,.,) are applied equally, but opposite in sign, to the
thermal load at the member ends, and joint deflections and member
stresses are again computed. Thusthe final member stresses are ob-
tained by suporimpoI)int7, tho previously computed stresses.

C. Dynamic Case:

The equations of motion for a discrete system in free vi-
bration is:

EM10b + [K]{U} = {0}

where [M] is a diagonal mass matrix of t;he system. For any degree-
of-freedom i, its component displacement in any normal mode m has
the form

UiM ̂  dim Sinwmt

where:

dim 
= mode shape coordinate,

W m 
= modal frequency,,

and its component acceleration is
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*T P 
f^	 inn

Im	 Om im si 	 t^ 	M

Sulwtitutinr (5) Into (1) ) wo have

6m

W 
Pm FM] /2 {0 --[Ml- 

112- 
K]EMI-1 

/2 
[m] 

1/2 
0}	 (7)

Lot

{V} = [M] 1/2 (0	 (8)

[A] = EMI_ 
I/r-i 

[K]EMI- 1/2	 (9)

Equation (7) becomes

W 
2
M 

{V} = EAI{V}	 (10)

Notice that [A] is symmetric because [X] Is symmetric. The Power
Method is used for solving; eirenvalue and eigen-vectors. Since this
method always solves for the largest eirenvalue first and our interest
is in the few lowest normal modes, equation (10) must be rearranged:

[A]-I{V}	 2 {V}
WM

Since

[A]-1 = [M] 1/2[K]- l[M] 1/2	
(3L 2)

[K] should be non-singular in order to get EKI_ 1 Thus the structure
should be restrained. This is one of the major limitations caused by
using the Power Method for a b

i
g system. After solving M. the mode

shape {^} can be computed by substituting M into equation (8):

{^} = [M]-1/2 {V}

Since the mode shape is a relative quantity ,, it is normalized by
assigning unity to its largest coordinate.
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The ren oral 3	 and	 fft' ^O r,. , matri oo ,,-' ar p oompitt otl fi -

1 1	 1 F M; I r 311  I'ry%1 =	
T

r k I = r ,.,-, i T 
rKlr^]

Owing; to tho natu-. e^ of orthorona	 theiltv, th	 off- (I.I.afronal elr^vgiont,O
should vanioh. 

r r
huo the or(-Ior of mav'rittude of there elome'nt.n	

th y? palped to the I'( L' of ma riAltude of the Cl	 ",4 	 elemon	 il	 (t r*^ w I V -) 	 t
degree of accuracy In the whole computation.

VI. INPUT FORMAT

Input to tho proirram to provided in the lame oequence aS
the followinC blocks, E,,ach 11no ir, punched on one card. Rlankr, Marc .
always, read a ,.,l 0. Floating;--paint numbers mur-,,t, be written with a decl-
mal point rerardless of whether the dectinal ptart is present.

A. Comment:

Alnbabetic letters or numbers for comment or title informa-
tion in any or all of the first 72 columns. (12A6)*

B. Identlfication.,,,:

A
i	A z

(2A6)

A	 Case Number (not more than 6 letters or
numbers)

A2 = Department Number (not more than 6 letters
or numbers)

C. Control:

N 
I 
N2 

N
3 - 
L4 L5 N

6 N7N8 
N9 N10 N11 

N
12 N13

(1316)

Portran input format.
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' I truotfuro Typo	 (NNINIT)

P - Three-dimensional franio, rtirld	 jolnt.,,
.. 1)ymmotr1o, mombor cros.,10', 	.-loatIono,.

3 - Planar frame,	 rii,,1 .1d joint, '),1	 loaded	 In-
pltano'

It	 - Planar r.,rid .,	 r1jT,1d joints, loade.d normal-
to-plane.

- TI-irc,),o,-dttTi( ,.n.-)I.on,,iI frame, rir)id joint o,
aoubly oymmotrin mombor croo.,_,,	 ocationo .

11 ,E = Mode. 111hane Card nutput Control (NPN011)

0 - No output deo .red .

Output de.-^ired. Values for the lowest
.:six modes> at the oame coordinate will be
punched in one card,

N
3 = 

Eirenvalue Control (NOPT)

No output (1c.-sired.

0 - Output desired,

N i, = Quantity of Joints in Structure (NJT)

N
5 

= Quantity of Members in Structure (NBAR)

N6 = Quantity of Static Loading  (NL)

N7 = Mass Code (NM)

0 - No mass input.

Mass input included.

FI B = Quantity of Joints Having One or More Components
of Restraint (NJR)

N
9 

= Degrees of Freedom Per Joint (NDFJ)
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to input	 '11, awl eompufo 11"mu.

("(PIP11to lot oo)t "Ix w)(10 slvrtpo',. olijv, nov-
mall:700 to tho	 compo'llen", (", 

x 
!X1

Out I tit o d o ( IInTirp

0	 Ili I -* ;,INo llk-",ttivr, output of , t-lff

1,1 ,,tiniv 	mao,.), and 1orW-1w
mat r -10, (4 s .

NIP = QuantIty of Stiff nee Matrix Elomont,", to BP
Altered (NEDTT)

N
13 

= Tomporaturo Code (NMOD)

0 - t10 temperature proillem to 1 -)e oolvoa.

T(-,,"rice 	 probl.em to be ,1^	 . solved.

D, Stiffn(--,, MatrIx Punch Cole (KKKK)

0 - No card output of stiffness matrix.

I - Card output of stiffness matrix desired.

E. Material Properties:

I E I v -1 y 
I

(3E12.5)
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y

Toln'

A

JoInt, ni-imber (muot	 con.-ecut,lvel.,y
w1th 1)

X1,

X ",211,o lit coordin,

Tn two dimon,-,ional problomm.-,	 "XI 
,I YA fj 

4 
V only

Propert'le-21	 entcrod one line (one card) per member; when
temperature}  Ode N 13, = 1 0 then A 5 , A 6 , or APB

 
must be included. Values

for Ai are not required unloos specifically indicated.

i A J F-i 
A
l A . A

3 
A 4 A, A 6

(216, 7F8.0)

A
Member ends (enter once for each

i B) member in any order)

Al to A7 are defined for each structural type as follows

(all quantities to be input in inch units):
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1. Structure Type 1, three-dimensional pin-jointed
truss.

Al = Cross section area (A).

A 3
 

X 0 (3et A 3 = any non-zero term),

or

Al = Outside diameter of circular tube.

A 2 = Wall thickness of circi l lar tube.

A 3 = U.

A 5 = uAT.

2. Structure type 2, three-dimensional rigid frame with
axially	 cross sections.

Al = Cross ection area.

A2 
= Section moment of inertia.

A3 = Section torsional stiffness.

or

A	 Outside diameter of circular tube.

A2	 Wall thickness of circular tube.

A 3 	 U.

A 5
	

aAT.

Structure type 3, two-dimensional rigid frame, loaded
in-plane.

A	 Section area.

A2	 Section moment of inertia.

is
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A 3 
X 0 (any ron-zero term).

or

Al
 = Outside diameter of circular tube,

A2 = Wall thickness of circular tube.

A 3 = 0.

A 5
 
= aAT.

A6 = a6T/h. 6T is positive if a change in tem-
perature will tend to rotate Joint JA 

of the

member in positive X
3 
direction. JA 

is the

1L joint of a member listed in V1-7 to
describe the member.

4. Structure type 4, two-dimensional grid, loaded normal-
to-plane.

A2 = Section moment of inertia.

A
3 
= Section torsional constant.

or

Al 
= Outside diameter of circular tube.

A2 = Wall thickness of circular tube.

A3 = 0.

A 6
 
= a6T/h. 6T is positive if the increase in

temperature across member cross-section is
in positive X 3 direction.

5. Structure type 5, three-dimensional rigid frame with
doubly symmetric cross section.

J

Al = Cross section area.

A 2	 Section torsional constant.
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A3
= 

Section moment of inertia about ^ 2 axis (see

A 7
 

for definition of axes orientation).

A4 = Section moment of inertia about & 3 axis.

A5 
= aAT.

A7 = A chosen joint number in input list (VI-6)
which is not along member axis. Thus the
orientation of member coordinates axes El,
E 2 and ^ 3 are defined as:

^ 1 along the direction of member JA i B,

3 
along the direction of J A i B x J A A 7'

F12 along the direction of E,3 x l.

4.3
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H. Rc-,straints:

(716)

j = Joint number (may be listed in any order).

r i 
= Restraint code (integer) .

0 - No restraint.

I - i th component of deflection at joint j
is zero. The order of deflection com-
ponents at a joint in each structure
type is as follows.

1. Structure type 1, three-dimensional pin-jointed truss.

u il = displacement in X I direction

u j2 = displacement in X 2 direction

U 
j3 = 

displacement in X 3 direction

2. Structure type 2, three-dimensional rigid frame,
axially symmetric cross section.

U il = displacement in X 1 direction

U 12 = displacement in X 2 direction
t

U. 31^ = 
displacement in X

3
 direction

u J4 = rotation about X, axis

U 15
= rotation about X 2 axis

u-6 = rotation about 
X3 

axis

3. Structure type 3, two -dimensional rigid frame,
loaded in-plane.
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uJ1 = displacement in X 1 direction

UJ2 = displacement in X
2 direction

UJ3 = rotation about X3 direction

4. Structure type 4, two-dimensional grid, loaded
normal-to-plane.

ujl = displacement in X 3 direction

11 J2 = rotation about X 1 axis

uJ3 = rotation about X 2 axis

5. Structure type 5, three-dimensional rigid frame,
doubly symmetric cross-section.

ujl = displacement in X  direction

u,j2	 = displacement in X 2 direction

UJ3
= displacement in X 3 direction

uJ4 = rotation about Xl axis

uJ5
= rotation about X2 axis

uj6
= rotation about X 3 axis

I. Incremental Change to Stiffness Matrix Elements:

To account for the effect of structural elements that can-
not be idealized by members of the type with which an analysis is
being performed, increments to elements of the stiffness may be in-
puted. This block may be inputed only if the control parameter
N 1 2 # 0.

Akin

(216, F8.0)
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i .,j = The element kip which is located at the

ith row and j th column of non-deleted
stiffness matrix, is changed to kij ^ kjj

+ Ak UO

J. Quantity of Mass:

(16)

N
15 = 

Total number of mass points.

K. Mass Components:

m
i 

M2 m8 m4 M5 m

(16 ., 6F8.0)

j	 = Joint number (may be listed in any order).

m i 
= The i th component of mass inertia at joint
j. The translational inertia (lb) and

rotary inertia (lb-in 2 ) components are as
specified for deflections in VI-8.

If normal modes are to be computed, finite (non-zero) iner-
tia components should be specified for all degrees-of-freedom of the
structure. This block of input may be written only if the mass code
N 7 = 1. Temperature problem should be solved separately from static

and dynamic cases. Thus,mass components must not be incorporated
( N13 = 1 3 N7 = 0).

L. Static Loadings:

i	 Al	 A 2	 A 3
	

A 4	 A5	 A 6

(16, 6F8.o)
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j = Static loading code.

J=O - The components of rigid body rotational
acceleration about; axes passing through
the origin of the coordinate axes.

j=-1 - The components of rigid body rotational
acceleration about: axes passing through
the center of mass.

_	 Joint number, loading components at joint
j only.

A i = ith translational or rotational component of ac-
celeration as specified for deflections in VI-B.

For j = 0 and j = -1, A i will specify i th loading

component at every joint as:

(loading) i = A i M i	 i = 1, 2, 3

(loading) L, = A 4 (X 2M3 - X3M2)

(loadine) 5 = A 5 (X 3M1 - X 1 M 3 )

(loading )6 = A 6 (X1M 2 - X2M1)

For j > 0 1 Ai = ith component of static loading

at joint j only.

K. Modal Accelerations in Free Vibration:

If the normal mode code N i0 = 0 or 2, this block must be

omitted. If N 10	 1, modal deflections and dynamic stresses will be

computed. In this case, six cards must be given in the following
format (one for each lowest six modes in order):

am

(216, F8.0)
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j	 Joint number.
i	 Translational coordinate direction numbo" a.-

specified for deflection.-, (: gee VT-8) .

am = acceleration (g) of joint j in dJrection Xi,

If J=O, am applies to the maximum deflection

component in the mode shape. The mode shape

is normalized with the factor amP;/Wmu i be--
'1

fore output and stress calculation. Rotary
accelerations have no meaning; in this equation.

VII. OUTPUT FORMAT

The following are the contents of printed output. Examples
of the output format are given in sample problems, Appendix A.

1. All input data.

2. Volume (Id) and weight (lb) of each member and
sums of all members.

3. Center of mass (in).

4. Weight moment--of-inertia about center of mass

(lb-in2).

5. Stiffness matrix (lb/in) printed row by row.

6. Mass matrix (lb), only elem(.?nts in main diagonal
are printed.

7. Load matrix (lb).

8. Joint deflections due to each static or thermal
loading. Each column corresponds to one loading.

9. Static or thermal member stresses.
10. Equilibrium check of static solution at all joints

for each static loading. The non-zero terms rep-
resent the reactions at the restraints. The reac-
tions are positive if they act along the positive
Xi directions. The equilibrium check is not made

for the thermal loads. The unrestrained. joints at
which elements to stiffness matrix are altered will
not be zero in equilibrium check. The non-zero
term f  = Qk i j u j .
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11, Convergence in each iteration cycle by Power
Method for ei^:envectors.

12. Six lowest normal frequencies (cps) and their
associated mode shapes generated by Power Method,

13. Member stresses and joint displacements due to
specified acceleration component at a joint
during free vibration in a normial mode.

14. Generalized mass matrix and orthogonality check,

15. Generalized stiffness matrix and orthogonality
check.

Card output of the stiffness matrix will be performed
when the punch code (Section VI.D.) is specified to do so. Elements
of the matrix are punched row by row in a format of 5E14-5.

VIII. ACKNO,W71JEDGEMT-'INT
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APPENDIX A

Example Problem #1

Structure type 1, three-dimensatonal pin--jointed truss,
under static loadings and dynamic modal analysis.

X3

X	 Member areas - u. ui in

Mass at each joint - 15.0 lb

Modulus of Elasticity - 10 7 psi.

Poisson's ratio - 0. 3

^z
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Appendix A (contd.)

Example Problem #2

Same structure as problem #1 but under thermal loading
caused by elongation of member 3 (from joint I to joint r).

Example Prot, lem #3

Structure type 2, three-dimensional rigid frame, under static
loading and dynamic modal analysis.

X-3

Section moment of inertia = 0.1

Section torsional stiffness = 0.2

Elastic modulus = 103
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Appendix A (contd.)

Exam2le Problem4

Structure type 2, three-dimensional rigid frame, under ther-
mal loading chu., Pd by elongation of member I (from joint 1 to ,point 5)
and member 3 (from joint 3 to joint 7

X3

,0.

Al

Member area	 0.01

Section moment of inertia = 0.1

Section torsional. stiffness 	 0.2

aAT = 0.02
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Appendix A (contd.)

Exam2le Problem #

Structure type 3, two-dimensional rigid frame, under planar
static loading and dynamic modal analysis.

'x2

s	 6

4	 7

3	 8
/o„

z	 9 +

/o"

i

Member area = 0.01

Section moment of inertia = 1.0

Elastic modulus = 103

Example Problem #6

Same structure as problem #5 but under thermal loading
caused by elongation of member 3 (from joint 2 to joint g) and bend-
ing of member 5 ( from joint 3 to joint 8) .

{

f
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X2
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Appendix A (contd.)

Example Problem #7

Structure type 14, two-di-tensional rigid grid, und^ static
loading perpendicular to the plane, and dynamic modal anal ^.fs.

Section moment of inertia = 10

Secticn torsional constant = 20

Elastic modulus = 103

Example Problem #8

Same structure as problem #7 but under thermal `loading
caused by bending of member 5 ( from joint 4 to joint 8) and member
( from joint 5 to Joint 9) .
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Appendix A (contd.)

Example Problem #9

Structure type 5, three-dimensional rigid frame with doubly
symmetric cross section, under statJ.c loading and modal analysis.

Notice that this problem has the same structure and loadings
as given in problem #3, but their input format are different. However,
they yield same results, as expected.

Example Problem #10

Structure type 5, same structure and thermal loading; as shown
in problem #4 but with different input format.

Notice that the results from both problems are identical.

Example Problem #11

Same structure as given in problem #3 but under free
vibration.

Notice that the mode shapes are normalizes to specified ac-
s	(:elevation at certain coordinates. Dynamic stresses in each mode are

computed.

NOTE: Last of program and output of numerical
examples, which are bound separately, are
available in Department 2031.
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